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Release Notes Summary 

This release includes the following: 

 New Individual Learning Plan Dashboard – Students can now see at a glance how many 
trackable Individual Learning Plan (also known as ICAP, PEP, SSP) activities they’ve completed.  

 Improved Plan of Study Printing – The formatting of the printed version of the Plan of Study has 

been improved.  Professionals can now batch print up to 100 Plans of Study at a time. 
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1. New Individual Learning Plan Dashboard 

No more “What do I do next?” questions with the new Individual Learning Plan (also known as ICAP, IEP, 

SSP) dashboard!  Students can see at a glance how many assigned trackable ILP activities they’ve 

completed as soon as they sign into their account – and from their Portfolio.  Educators also see the new 

dashboard when looking at a student’s ILP.   

 

Screenshot of sample dashboard as it appears on the first page a student sees when they sign in  

It’s simple for students to select an unfinished activity to complete from their ILP page in their Portfolio.   

 

Students can see at a glance the activities they need to complete 
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Students can personalize their dashboard with their own photo and background. It’s simple and 

engaging. 

Educators see the same dashboard – with the addition of the ability to add a comment to the student’s 

dashboard. 

 

Professional’s view of a student’s dashboard with the additional “Add a Comment” feature 
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2. Improved Plan of Study Printing  

Printing students’ Plans of Study has been improved so each print now uses less ink, clearly identifies 
the student, has more print options and has a better layout.  Additionally educators can now batch print 
up to100 Plans of Study at time – making the printing process much more time efficient.  Educators, 
students, and parents will now see on their print, PDF and email versions: 
 

 Much less white space 

 No color (black and white printing only) 

 The student’s name at the top of the first page 

 Student’s name, grade, school, district and report date moved to the first page and auto-filled 
with data 

 Less extraneous information  
 
Students, educators and parents will see these options when printing, emailing or creating a PDF of a 
student’s Plan of Study: 
 

 
Print, PDF and email options for a student’s Plan of Study 

 
 


